Abstract: Rail defect detection by video cameras has recently gained much attention in both academia and industry. Rail image data has two properties. It is highly imbalanced towards the non-defective class and it has a large number of unlabeled data samples available for semisupervised learning techniques. In this paper we investigate if positive defective candidates selected from the unlabeled data can help improve the balance between the two classes and gain performance on detecting a specific type of defects called Squats. We compare data sampling techniques as well and conclude that the semi-supervised techniques are a reasonable alternative for improving performance on applications such as rail track Squat detection from image data.
INTRODUCTION
The rail network in the Netherlands has over 6000 kilometers of rail track. The tracks are worn due mostly to the effect of train traffic and the interaction with small defects that start to grow on various components. One specific type of defect called "Squat", forms as the result of repeated impacts caused by the running of vehicle wheels over smaller trivial defects and other rail components such as welds, switches and joints (Molodova et al. (2014) ). If the formed squats are not detected and treated on time (e.g. by rail grinding) they grow further resulting higher maintenance costs. Among several automated inspection systems, visual inspection using video cameras has become more popular within the past few years: Li and Ren (2012); De Ruvo et al. (2008) ; Mandriota et al. (2004) , mostly because of its simplicity and accessibility. With other inspections systems, such as physical measurements (e.g. in Molodova et al. (2014) ; Thomas et al. (2007) ) the ground truth source of labeling the data is often provided via another type of measurement that needs to be collected separately. Images however can be manually labeled by human experts without the need for another validation source.
Our initial goal is to test the applicability of image data for detection of rail surface defects. Rail images data (and also other rail datasets) has a special characteristic by its nature. The dataset (normally from a well-maintained track) includes a large majority class (the non-defective rail) together with a much smaller minority class of defects. On Dutch passenger transport networks, often less than 1 percent of the inspected track length has some classes of defects on it. Machine learning literature has several methods to compensate for the imbalance of the classes (See He and Garcia (2009) for a review of these methods). One general direction studies the application of different STW/NWO, ProRail sampling strategies (Chawla (2005) ) to restore the balance with often notable improvements.
One other feature of the rail inspection data is that often a large number of unlabelled samples is available. The rail image data comes from a measurement train equipped with a high frame rate camera that covers hundreds of kilometers of rail every month. Labeling this data is done manually and therefore is time consuming. This leaves a large proportion of the data unlabeled. This is particularly interesting here because the unlabelled samples might help improve the data imbalance. Besides sampling, an option is to try to find potential positive (defective) samples from the unlabeled set and to add them to the training data. Several learning techniques have been proposed in the domain of semi-supervised learning to exploit information from the unlabelled data to the advantage of classification accuracy (Chapelle et al. (2006) ). Therefore in this paper, we try a new application of such techniques that is to use semi-supervised learning for finding new candidate samples to extend the minority class. We would like to know if such techniques are comparable to the sampling techniques, that are proven to result in increased performance for almost all imbalanced data applications (Van Hulse et al. (2007) ).
As we will discuss later in our experiment results, already with random under-sampling of the normal class, detection results are improved. This indicates that the imbalance between the two classes is indeed a problem. Therefore, another goal of this paper is to experimentally investigate how unlabeled examples can benefit defect detection from image data. We compare a number of well-known semisupervised learning techniques (self-training, co-training, TSVMs, label propagation and weighted samples) against and also in combination with sampling approaches such as random under-and over-sampling and Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE), to achieve the best output. The rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the problem in details and shortly discuss the applied techniques. Section 3 presents data processing and techniques used for extracting features from our rail image data. Section 4 discusses our experimental design, our findings and we finalize with conclusions.
PROBLEM AND METHODS
We are interested in classifying the rail image data into two classes. One class is all variations of Squats. The other class contains other rail segments that mostly consists of normal healthy rail, but also includes welds, insulated joints, benign defects, Squat seeds and potential other defects such as small cracks. The overwhelming majority of the objects in our dataset belong to the non-Squat rail objects. For convenience we will call this objects the normal class. Out of the 21979 labelled cases, 21412 are normal rail objects. The remaining 567 samples form our target Squat class that are less than 3% of the rail image dataset. The consequence of this severe imbalance is that the minority class is often suppressed when training a classification model resulting high false negative rate (Squats that are classified as normal) in performance evaluation. In addition, the fact that the coloring and texture of the healthy normal rail (see Figure 2 ) can vary drastically from one example to another causing a high class variance, makes the effect of data imbalance more severe. An indication of this issue is observed by random under-sampling of the normal class. In case of our data, random under-sampling the majority class increases classification accuracy under almost all settings (See Section 4).
Squats are a type of late-stage defects that grow from smaller defects (often referred to as Squat seeds) on top rail surface (Grassie (2012) ). Any small indentation, damage, or structure anomaly that is in direct impact with the wheels of the rolling stock, can act as a Squat seed and is prune to further growth to becoming a Squat. Not all small rail defects are seeds for Squats though. On rail, there are many smaller spots (in terms of depth or length) that are often benign and disappear by wear. Figure 1 shows examples of Squats that range from smaller to fully grown Squats. In Figure 2 a number of smaller defects and healthy rail samples are illustrated. There are various types of Squats depending on their sizes and shapes. There are 3 classical types: A, B, and C, with A being the smallest hence least severe and C the severest and often the largest in both length and depth. For automated classification however, we consider all Squats as one class (the target Squat class) since in real world data, these classes have smooth transitions and lack clear boundaries. The Squat seeds and other benign defects 1 on rail surface are all left out of the Squat class as objects of normal class in our dataset. Here we use a number of these commonly applied SSL techniques such as selftraining and co-training to identify and add new positive examples to our training dataset in order to improve the class balance. We compare their performance against few sampling techniques such as random under-sampling of majority class, Gaussian noise over-sampling of minority class and SMOTE, that are known to be effective for learning from imbalance data. The sampling techniques are often used to improve the balance between the classes, but are mostly applied to fully supervised cases. In our case we will test the sampling techniques while discarding the unlabeled data. We also test the effect of combining undersampling of the majority class with the SSL techniques to see if it leads to higher performance. Rest of this section describes the tested techniques in short.
Self training: Self training is commonly the simplest semi-supervised technique to exploit information from unlabeled examples. In self training, the output score of a classifier on unlabeled examples, is used to select new unlabeled objects and to label them as predicted by the classifier. The new objects are then added to the training set and the classifier is re-trained, assuming that the newly added training objects will help improve the performance. Although there are several variations, in its most common form objects with the highest confidence level (based on the output score) are selected at each iteration and added to the training set. This process continues for an specific number of maximum iterations or until satisfaction of a convergence criterion. In our experiments, we use two types of self-training. Aside from the process described above, we test the approach introduced in Elkan and Noto (2008) for learning from only positive and unlabeled data. In this case the newly added objects are weighted by their posterior probabilities that are acquired translating the classifier output score by a sigmoid fit called Platt scaling, Platt (1999) . In both cases, we adapt the method to only add new positive candidate objects to the training set, since our goal is to improve the balance between the minority and the majority classes.
Co-training: Co-training (Blum and Mitchell (1998) ) is similar to self training in that it also uses classifier outputs to choose new training candidates from unlabeled data.
As the name suggests, co-training uses two classifiers that are trained using two separate feature sets. Co-training assumes that the two separate feature sets have mutually independent distributions, conditional on the given class labels. It has been shown empirically thought that even if this criterion does not hold, co-training can help improve classification performance (Balcan et al. (2004) ). Often in vision based applications of co-training, gradient based features such as HoG, SIFT, spacial pyramids have been used together with features built using basis functions such as Gabor filters. We understood in our initial tests that gradient based features do not result in good classification due to a number of reasons such as high variability of the shapes and low resolution and high noise of the rail images. Gabor and DCT features both fairly represented the two classes in the initial tests where individual classifiers were trained on each feature set producing above 90 % accuracies 2 . Therefore although they do not satisfy the independence criterion, our experiments show that using Gabor features and DCT feature for co-training makes steady improvement of prediction accuracy. Similar to the case of self-training above, we also try co-training with weighted objects.
Transductive SVMs: Transductive Support Vector Machines are a modification of supervised SVMs that are able to learn from unlabeled data distribution. The original idea of the SVMs is to find a linear boundary that optimize the separation between the two classes. TSVMs (also referred to as semi-supervised support vector machines or S 3 VMs for short) approximate lowest error separation while adjusting new labels for the unlabeled data. This interprets in theory to choosing a linear boundary that passes through low density regions of the data space (Zhu (2005) ). The term transductive is meant to convey that the model fits only to describe the training data and does not have predictive capabilities for unseen examples. However in several applications, TSVMs have been used for inductive prediction of unseen data. We also use TSVM for induction. Among the several variation, we chose the svmlin implementation with optimizations by Sindhwani and Keerthi (2006) .
Label propagation: Label propagation assigns labels to the unlabeled data iteratively. Initially all labeled and unlabeled data points are represented in terms of k neighboring data points with optimized reconstruction weights. These weights are then used to create a graph representation. At each iteration, by using the neighborhood graph, a proportion of the label information is absorbed by the unlabeled data and the process continues until convergence, Wang and Zhang (2008) . Label propagation is therefore transductive in nature, but the propagation mechanism can be used for induction. In our case, we use label propagation to identify only new positive data and we use them for re-training our classifier, to be consistent with the other tested techniques.
Random majority undersampling:
The simplest way to shrinking the majority class in order to reduce class imbalance is to make a random selection of its objects and discard the rest. Our results show that random under sampling is in fact effective in gaining performance. We try random under sampling of the majority also in combination with other techniques discussed here, to see if we can get additional advantage in performance.
Minority oversampling with noise:
The minority class is oversampled by randomly duplicating the available minority objects and optionally adding a small ratio of Gaussian noise. This technique is also common as one of the most basic yet sometimes effective techniques.
SMOTE: Synthetic Minority Oversampling
Technique is a technique to oversample a class by extrapolating new synthetic data points on the line connecting a class object and one of its randomly selected nearest neighbors (Chawla et al. (2002) ). The procedure continues until the required number of synthetic data points are generated. SMOTE has been proven to enhance performance significantly in many domains. A number of variations of SMOTE have also been introduced, e.g. in Han et al. (2005) , but we test only the original algorithm and compare it to semi-supervised techniques that populate minority class by selecting new samples from the unlabeled data.
DATA AND FEATURES
Our data comes from a high frame rate camera that is mounted on a measurement vehicle. It consists of 37 high frame rate videos covering approximately 350 kilometers of track, or 700 kilometers of rail. The camera captures the rail from the top view. To build the dataset, initially each video frame is processed by segmentation to extract the rail top segment from the surrounding background. Right rail images are flipped along the vertical axis in order to make left and right rails as indifferent as possible. In total 21979 objects are labeled manually from 7 selected videos. The other 30 videos are used to extract 718520 unlabeled objects that include all types Squat and non-Squat objects. The data is only partially labeled since the manual labeling process needs expert domain knowledge and takes a lot of time. Finally two sets of features are extracted from each rail segment.
The first feature set is the result of the convolution of a segment with a set of parameterizations of Gabor function family which is a common feature extraction method in image processing (Manjunath and Ma (1996) ). Different parameter values correspond to different wavelengths and rotations of the Gabor function. Figure 3 illustrates an example of an extracted rail segment that has been convoluted with the applied stack of Gabor function family of varying rotation and size parameters. We should note that we omit the function parameter values that correspond to vertical alignment of the wavelets. The reason is that most marks and texture structures on rail surface are aligned with the longitudinal (vertical in the photos) direction due to the structure of the rail. Vertical wavelets excite almost the entire rail segment which makes them irrelevant for the defect detection from low resolution images.
Using the filter results, we are also able to locate the object of interest along the rail segment. Instead of using the entire segment as one object, we use the excitation magnitude values to locate the point of interest along the rail and cut out the located object. Figure 4 shows the mostly excited point located by summing filter amplitudes over short side of all filter results. The feature values are acquired by averaging the excitation amplitude at the neighborhood of the defect on the rail segment.
The second feature set is constructed using the 2 dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT). To get the final features, we decrease the resolution of the transform result by averaging ranges of frequencies. We consider higher cosine frequencies less important for identifying the defects because very high frequency components are often due to the noise in the images or occasionally due to insignificant small spots on rail. Therefore instead of treating each frequency component X(u, v) as equal, we average Fig. 4 . Object of interest cut out by summing the filter amplitudes along the short segment side. The edges are trimmed to remove the leakage.
j } for all non-negative integers i and j. Figure 5 shows how this averaging is projected on the transform output to calculate the final features.
The advantage of DCT is that it can compresses most the content information of the images into the first few modes of the transform outcome. This property of DCT has been used in image compression techniques. We discard phase information by taking the absolute value and average over the magnitudes. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
At each round we randomly choose half of each class for training and leave the other half for testing. Initially 3 classifiers are trained using the Gabor features, DCT features, and all features. We also combine the output of Gabor and DCT classifiers in a soft-voting style by averaging their posterior probability on the test data as a fourth classifier. The trained classifiers are then used for the semi-supervised and sampling techniques discussed in Section 2. Each of the techniques: self-training (SR) and self-training with weights (SRW), co-training (CT) and co-training with weights (CTW), transductive SVM (TSVM), nearest neighbor linear label propagation (LP), random Gaussian noise minority oversampling (RMO) and SMOTE, are once applied to the original training data (labeled training data and unlabeled samples) and once after random majority undersampling (RMU) is applied to the training set. New positive candidates that are selected from the unlabeled are added to the training set and the classifiers are re-trained 3 and re-tested on the same We run 80 rounds of cross validation. For all tested techniques, where we select from unlabeled pool or add generated data points, a constant number of 2500 positives are added to the positive class. When undersampling, out of the 10706 normal training objects, half are randomly removed. We train SVM classifiers for all our tests using LIBSVM by Chang and Lin (2011) and svmlin libraries.
To measure the classification performance, 3 common metrics are calculated after each test: Accuracy, Area under the ROC curve (AUC), and F1 score. The results are then averaged over the 80 cross validation rounds. Accuracy is the most common measure of performance. It is simply the ratio of the correct predictions in all the tested data regardless of class sizes and possible imbalance. Therefore a large majority class can easily overrule the loss of accuracy made by false prediction made on the minority class. AUC is less sensitive to data imbalance since it is independent of a threshold and direct predictions. Instead, the degree to which the positive and negative test samples are separated determines its outcome. However AUC has a number of shortcomings as well (Hand (2009)) . One is that an evaluation of performance without a classification threshold can be a questionable choice. In a real-world application one needs a threshold to predict outcomes, while integrating over a range of different thresholds in AUC can interpret to summing over different misclassification costs (Ferri et al. (2011) ), which is unrealistic for the rail defect detection.
F1 score can be a suitable choice when one is interested in evaluating performance towards detection of one target class. For the Squat class for example, we are interested to know the ratio of the number of correct Squat detections over both the total number of tested Squats and over the total number of detections, respectively yielding recall and precision. The F1 score that is the harmonic mean of recall and precision, conveys these information and thus is a suitable choice for performance metric. Although it is still affected by data imbalance, we trust F1 score to suit more our idea of performance in the rail defect detection. Table 1 shows evaluations of AUC, F1 score and accuracy for all the tested techniques. The top 3 are in bold for both cases of original training set and the random majority undersampling (RMU).
The results show that training on both of the feature sets Gabor and DCT always yields better performance than discarding one. Also RMU improves performance generally with only few exceptions. In the case where RMU is applied to the training set, self-training with all the features shows the highest improvement of performance on both feature sets and on their combinations. All other semi-supervised and sampling techniques show comparable of performance gains over the base setting. When the original non-reduced data is used for training, co-training shows remarkable improvement of the performance. In both cases using sample weights seem to loose overall performance compared to the original self-and co-training techniques.
CONCLUSIONS
Class imbalance is a significant problem for automated classification in rail data. Naive random oversampling of the minority does not add information to the training set, yet by merely improving the size balance yields significant performance improvement for most of the tested cases.
Reasonable detection results show that rail image data is a valuable source of information for automated processing and detection. Here we tested SSL techniques in comparison with different samplings of the classes. From the experiments we conclude that reduction of imbalance using the unlabeled data is a proper alternative to sampling.
The cheating classifier in results section, gives us an indication of how far better the performance can get by improving the selection of candidate unlabeled positive examples. Our goal here is to prove applicability of semisupervised techniques for data imbalance treatment, and not fine tuning the techniques for maximal performance.
However the cheating classifier performances show that it might be still possible to reach higher accuracies using the unlabeled data in future extension of the work.
